PREFINISHED PRODUCT
HANDLING & FIELD REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

Take care when unloading and loading.
Any visible damage to the packaging must be noted and reported at the time of delivery.
Damage reported that has not been documented on the delivery paperwork may not be covered.

Store in building that is temperature and humidity controlled.
Store in an enclosed building NOT outside under a tarp, blanket, plastic etc.

Transport products in an enclosed trailer.
Keep away from rain, heat, and humidity.
Stack products in such a way as to eliminate pressure points and risk of damage.
From the exterior of the product use a padded wheeler/dolly to move products.

Remove protective cardboard wrapping carefully.
DO NOT use any sharp objects to remove protective cardboard.

Inspect the product finishes during packaging removal and prior to installing.
Report any product damage before installing.

Wear protective non-residue gloves when handling the unpackaged product and
during installation.
Whenever possible handle the product from the exterior.
Minimize the amount of contact with finished surfaces whenever possible.
It is suggested to remove any jewelry from your fingers or wrists during product handling.
Ensure tools hanging from tool belts do not contact finished surfaces.

See installation guide for proper installation.
Use the correct materials and method shown in our installation guides.
Ensure that sealants, solvents, insulating foam or other chemicals do not contact finished surfaces.
Ensure suitability of any protective materials used to protect the finished surfaces.
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After the products are installed.
Protect the product with a poly wrap over the entire product where possible.
Do not apply tape or other self-adhesive protection directly to the finished surfaces.
Take protective measures to ensure accidental damage does not occur.

If any service or parts replacement is required.
Extra caution should be taken to ensure damage does not occur.
Depending on the nature of the repair some touch up may be required.

Touch up paint
Codes for paint manufactures should be noted for local availability.
• Jet Black: Benjamin Moore 2120-10 (waterborne, 20 gloss or satin)
• Oxford White: Benjamin Moore CC-30 (waterborne, 20 gloss or satin)
A list of Axalta distributors in the US and CDA is available on the Axalta website. End users can go to any paint store as well such as
Home Depot, Lowes, Benjamin Moore, Sherwin Williams, General etc.

Touch up procedure.
Touch up is intended for small blemishes or damage.
For larger areas requiring touch up or touch ups in obvious locations, finishing of a larger area or full component may be required. See
paint manufacturer’s instructions for application procedure.
Feather paint to the surrounding surface of the touch up area to reduce the contrast between existing finish and touch up.
Indentations or chips in the surface with require use of a wood filler prior to touch up. See filler manufacturer’s instructions for application
and use.
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